Introduction
============

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy affecting women, with approximately 1.7 million cases diagnosed worldwide in 2012 and more than 500,000 deaths resulting from the disease.[@b1-ijwh-7-449] Thus, continued improvements in the management of breast cancer have a broad and far-reaching impact. This review will give an overview of the benefits of radiotherapy (RT) for breast cancer, including a discussion of RT in the postmastectomy and in the breast-conserving therapy (BCT) settings. Various treatment delivery strategies and their respective benefits and drawbacks are presented. Toxicities associated with RT for breast cancer and recent improvements in treatment planning and delivery, which continue to result in toxicity reduction, are discussed. Although primarily focused on RT, the review begins with a brief summary of the evolution of surgery for breast cancer, which laid the groundwork for later incorporation of RT as a component of breast cancer management.

Evolution of surgical techniques: from Halsted mastectomy to breast conservation
================================================================================

The first revolution in the management of breast cancer was the development of radical mastectomy (RM) by Dr William Halsted in the late 1800s.[@b2-ijwh-7-449] This technique led to significant improvement in the survival of women with breast cancer and, with minor modifications, was considered the standard of curative care for nearly a century thereafter. Although oncologically effective, the procedure was morbid and disfiguring due to removal of the pectoralis major and minor muscles in addition to the breast and the axillary lymph nodes,[@b2-ijwh-7-449] often resulting in significant and lasting pain and dysfunction.

With time, investigators began to question whether such a radical and morbid surgery was necessary for all breast cancer patients.[@b3-ijwh-7-449] To investigate the possibility of surgical de-escalation, the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-04 study was designed, in which women with clinically node-negative operable breast cancer were assigned to RM, total mastectomy (TM; removal of breast tissue without removal of the pectoralis musculature and without dissection of the axilla) with regional RT (designed to include the chest wall and axillary lymph nodes, supraclavicular lymph nodes, and internal mammary lymph nodes \[IMN\]), or TM alone followed by axillary dissection for those who subsequently developed clinically positive nodes. Women with clinically node-positive disease at diagnosis were randomized to RM or TM with regional RT.[@b4-ijwh-7-449] With 25 years of follow-up, rates of locoregional recurrence (LRR) for clinically node-negative women were lowest in the TM with regional RT arm; for women with node-positive disease, LRR was not significantly different between the two arms. No significant differences in disease-free survival (DFS) or overall survival (OS) were observed between treatment arms in either group.[@b5-ijwh-7-449] With these data, modified RM (MRM; TM plus axillary dissection) became the mastectomy procedure of choice, and the ability of RT to enable less aggressive surgery was established.

With hopes of allowing well-selected breast cancer patients to avoid need for mastectomy in any form, a landmark trial was developed in Milan in 1969 in order to evaluate the potential effectiveness of BCT.[@b6-ijwh-7-449] The trial randomized clinical T1N0 breast cancer patients to RM or quadrantectomy with axillary dissection and adjuvant RT to the conserved breast. Although the risk of local recurrence was significantly higher in women treated with quadrantectomy plus RT (termed breast-conserving therapy, indicating surgical removal of the cancer while preserving the remaining breast, BCT), at 8.8% versus 2.3% at 20 years, the majority of BCT patients with recurrence underwent successful salvage mastectomy, and thus, there was no difference in breast cancer mortality or in death from all causes.

A similar trial, NSABP B-06, was conducted in the United States, in which women with tumors 4 cm or less in diameter were treated with lumpectomy (surgical extirpation of tumor and sufficient surrounding normal tissues to achieve negative surgical margins) alone, lumpectomy plus RT, or TM.[@b7-ijwh-7-449] In addition to confirming equivalency in survival between the groups, consistent with the results from the Italian study, NSABP B-06 analyzed the benefit of the addition of RT to lumpectomy. At 20 years, the cumulative incidence of recurrence in the ipsilateral breast after lumpectomy alone was 39.2%; after lumpectomy plus RT, recurrence was 14.3%. Four subsequent trials confirmed the equivalence in survival of BCT (lumpectomy with adjuvant RT) and mastectomy.[@b8-ijwh-7-449]--[@b11-ijwh-7-449] Given this robust body of data, the National Institutes of Health published a consensus statement in 1991, declaring that BCT is an "appropriate method of primary therapy for the majority of women with stage I and II breast cancer and is preferable because it provides survival rates equivalent to those of TM and axillary dissection while preserving the breast."[@b12-ijwh-7-449] For women with locally advanced disease, mastectomy remained the primary treatment modality.

Radiotherapy in the postmastectomy setting
==========================================

Although the aforementioned trials established breast conservation as a viable treatment strategy for women with early stage breast cancer, patients with certain specific clinical characteristics are best managed with mastectomy. Possible contraindications to BCT include pregnancy, multicentric disease (cancer in multiple quadrants of the breast), history of prior RT to the affected region, inability to obtain negative surgical margins, anticipated poor cosmetic outcome due to high tumor size to breast size ratio, and the presence of contraindications for RT (such as severe collagen vascular disease). In addition, mastectomy remains the standard surgical procedure for patients with locally advanced disease.[@b13-ijwh-7-449] Finally, some BCT-eligible patients with early stage breast cancer choose to have mastectomy.

Certain women who undergo MRM remain at significant risk of locoregional failure and benefit from postmastectomy radiation therapy (PMRT). In the late 1970s and 1980s, three landmark trials evaluated the benefit of PMRT. The first, performed in British Columbia, Canada, included premenopausal women who had undergone MRM and were found to have one or more positive axillary lymph nodes. Patients were randomized to adjuvant chemotherapy alone or to adjuvant chemotherapy plus RT (37.5 Gy delivered in 16 fractions) to the chest wall and regional lymph nodes (axillary, supraclavicular, and IMN). At 20 years of follow-up, the addition of PMRT resulted in improvement in all oncologic outcomes, including locoregional and distant recurrence-free survival and OS.[@b14-ijwh-7-449] The Danish Breast Cancer Group performed two additional studies evaluating the utility of PMRT in premenopausal (protocol 82b)[@b15-ijwh-7-449] and postmenopausal (protocol 82c)[@b16-ijwh-7-449] women. Eligible patients included women who had undergone MRM for non-metastatic disease with one or more positive axillary lymph nodes, tumor size greater than 5 cm, or skin or pectoral fascia invasion. Premenopausal women (82b) received chemotherapy, and postmenopausal women (82c) received tamoxifen, and all were randomized to receive RT to the chest wall and regional lymph nodes or no RT. Radiation doses prescribed were 50 Gy in 25 fractions or 48 Gy in 22 fractions. Consistent with the British Columbia results, the addition of RT improved all endpoints, including local and distant control and OS.[@b15-ijwh-7-449]--[@b17-ijwh-7-449] The 10-year absolute survival benefit with the addition of PMRT to systemic therapy was remarkably similar across all three studies, at 9%--10%.

Despite these compelling findings, the indications for PMRT remained controversial. Many felt that the majority of women who met the eligibility criteria for these three seminal studies should be offered PMRT. In contrast, others argued that the survival benefit was likely a result of treatment of the subset of patients with the highest likelihood of LRR, those with the highest nodal burden. For women with four or more positive axillary nodes, it was generally accepted that PMRT should be recommended to improve locoregional control and survival.[@b18-ijwh-7-449] However, the benefit in women with negative nodes or one to three positive axillary lymph nodes remained unclear and the topic of much debate. A recent meta-analysis including more than 8,000 women treated on 22 randomized trials aimed to address the issue of benefit of PMRT for women with zero to three positive nodes.[@b19-ijwh-7-449] The authors found that PMRT did not improve locoregional control or survival in the 700 node-negative women who underwent axillary dissection. However, for the 1,314 women with one to three positive nodes who underwent axillary dissection, PMRT significantly reduced the risk of LRR and breast cancer mortality. This finding held true for women treated with systemic therapy, and the benefit of PMRT appeared to be of the same magnitude whether a patient had one, two, or three positive lymph nodes.

Currently, PMRT is routinely recommended for women with four or more positive axillary lymph nodes and for those with advanced T stage. For women with one to three positive lymph nodes, PMRT should be strongly considered. Decision-making should take into account the presence of other negative prognostic factors, including young age,[@b20-ijwh-7-449]--[@b22-ijwh-7-449] triple-negative breast cancer,[@b23-ijwh-7-449],[@b24-ijwh-7-449] extranodal extension of disease,[@b25-ijwh-7-449]--[@b28-ijwh-7-449] evidence of angiolymphatic invasion,[@b22-ijwh-7-449],[@b29-ijwh-7-449] large primary tumor,[@b20-ijwh-7-449],[@b25-ijwh-7-449],[@b30-ijwh-7-449],[@b31-ijwh-7-449] high percentage of involved nodes,[@b26-ijwh-7-449],[@b30-ijwh-7-449],[@b32-ijwh-7-449] and close or positive margins.[@b28-ijwh-7-449],[@b29-ijwh-7-449] Potential benefit of treatment must be weighed against possible toxicity, as discussed later in this review. RT fields are typically designed to include the chest wall and supraclavicular lymph nodes. The aforementioned PMRT trials included IMN treatment, which generally results in a higher incidental dose to the heart and lungs; however, the contribution of IMN radiation to survival is unclear, and, thus, inclusion of the IMN in the radiation fields is controversial.[@b33-ijwh-7-449],[@b34-ijwh-7-449]

RT as a component of BCT
========================

As discussed above, early trials such as the Milan trial[@b6-ijwh-7-449] and NSABP B-06[@b7-ijwh-7-449] established BCT as a viable option for many women with early stage breast cancer. The benefit of adjuvant RT as a component of BCT has been extensively studied. Following breast-conserving surgery for invasive breast cancer, RT to the breast reduces the risk of recurrence and death. The Early Breast Cancer Trial Collaborative Group[@b35-ijwh-7-449] demonstrated that the addition of radiation reduced the 10-year risk of LRR from 25% to 8% and resulted in an absolute reduction in all-cause mortality of 3.8%--5.4% at 15 years.[@b35-ijwh-7-449],[@b36-ijwh-7-449]

While RT to the breast reduces in-breast failure, whole breast RT does not comprehensively encompass all regional nodal volumes (axillary, supraclavicular, and IMN). Nodal recurrences contribute significantly to locoregional failure, and thus, the indications for and utility of regional nodal RT, in addition to radiation to the conserved breast, must also be considered.

Regional nodal irradiation (RNI), that is, RT to the axillary, supraclavicular, and IMN basins, is generally indicated in women with four or more positive nodes. As in the postmastectomy setting, the value of RNI in women with one to three positive nodes is controversial. Two recent trials have evaluated the possible benefit of RNI in addition to whole breast radiation following lumpectomy. NCIC-CTG MA.20[@b37-ijwh-7-449] included primarily women with node-positive disease and a smaller number of women with high-risk node-negative disease (10% of the population; defined as those with primary tumor ≥5 cm or ≥2 cm and \<10 axillary nodes removed with estrogen receptor negative disease, grade 3 disease, or lymphovascular invasion) who had undergone lumpectomy and axillary surgery. All patients received RT to the breast and were randomized to receive or not receive RNI to the IMN, supraclavicular and axillary nodes. Most (85%) patients had one to three positive lymph nodes and received chemotherapy (91%). The addition of RNI resulted in improved 5-year locoregional DFS (96.8% vs 94.5%, *P*=0.02) and distant DFS (92.4% vs 87%, *P*=0.002). A non-significant trend toward improved OS was also seen (92.3% vs 90.7% at 5 years, *P*=0.07). The European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer performed a similar trial in which patients with medially located tumors and/or involved axillary lymph nodes were randomized to receive or not receive radiation to the IMN and medial supraclavicular lymph nodes.[@b38-ijwh-7-449] The addition of RNI in this trial resulted in significant improvements in 10-year metastasis-free survival (78.0% vs 75.0%, *P*=0.02) and DFS (72.1% vs 69.1%, *P*=0.044), and a non-statistically significant improvement in OS (82.3% vs 80.7%, *P*=0.056).

Given the above data, it is recommended that virtually all patients who have lumpectomy receive RT to the whole breast. Additional RT to the regional lymph nodes should be considered in node-positive patients. The oncology community awaits publication of the full manuscripts of the above-discussed studies, which are expected to add significantly to the understanding of which patients will benefit most from RNI.

Modification of treatment schedules
===================================

Despite the equivalence in survival, many women eligible for BCT are treated with mastectomy and, despite the benefits of adjuvant radiation following lumpectomy, many women do not undergo radiation.[@b39-ijwh-7-449],[@b40-ijwh-7-449] These trends are felt to be at least in part due to issues of access to RT and inconvenience associated with protracted treatment regimens.[@b38-ijwh-7-449] Investigators have studied various methods of shortening RT to increase cost-effectiveness and treatment convenience.

Hypofractionation, in which a larger dose of radiation is delivered with each treatment, thereby reducing the total number of treatment days, has been evaluated in several large randomized controlled trials comparing 13 to 16 daily treatments to conventionally fractionated radiation, consisting of 25 daily treatments. With long-term follow-up, these studies have found equivalent rates of local/locoregional control.[@b41-ijwh-7-449],[@b42-ijwh-7-449] Toxicity and cosmetic outcomes have been found to be equivalent or improved with the hypofractionated schedule.[@b41-ijwh-7-449],[@b42-ijwh-7-449] Therefore, hypofractionated protocols are now encouraged for many women with early stage breast cancer undergoing RT to the breast alone.[@b43-ijwh-7-449] When RNI is delivered, many oncologists prefer conventional irradiation, as evidence for hypofractionation with RNI is less robust.

A second strategy to improve convenience of adjuvant RT in the setting of BCT is accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI). The majority of ipsilateral breast tumor recurrences after lumpectomy without radiation occur in the tumor bed.[@b44-ijwh-7-449] In APBI, RT is delivered only to the tumor bed and the immediate surrounding tissue. This has the benefit of exposing less normal tissue to radiation, thereby potentially decreasing toxicity. Furthermore, with less tissue treated, higher doses per treatment can theoretically be administered.

Various APBI regimens have been investigated, ranging from a single day to 1--2 weeks, and many methods of delivering APBI exist.[@b45-ijwh-7-449] The oldest method with the longest follow-up is multicatheter interstitial brachytherapy, in which multiple flexible after-loading catheters are placed percutaneously into the tumor bed several weeks after surgery.[@b46-ijwh-7-449] Single lumen and multilumen balloon-based and other bundled catheter devices, which are placed in the lumpectomy cavity (intracavitary) at the time of surgical resection or in a second procedure in the days following surgery, are more commonly used in modern-day practice for breast brachytherapy. Intraoperative methods of radiation delivery to the lumpectomy cavity are being evaluated, in which radiation is typically delivered to the tumor bed during the lumpectomy procedure in a single fraction, potentially improving patient convenience by negating the need for later fractionated postoperative radiation.[@b47-ijwh-7-449],[@b48-ijwh-7-449] Lastly, external beam RT has been used to deliver APBI, and involves the non-invasive delivery of radiation to the lumpectomy cavity using similar techniques as in the delivery of whole breast irradiation.

Early results of randomized trials of APBI suggest no survival detriment with use of APBI versus whole breast RT, but a possible detriment in locoregional control, specifically with use of intraoperative radiation techniques.[@b47-ijwh-7-449]--[@b49-ijwh-7-449] Long-term results of randomized studies comparing various APBI techniques to whole breast RT are pending. The available data suggest that patients with low-risk features (ie, older patients with small tumors, without nodal disease, who have undergone surgery with negative margins and whose tumors have a favorable phenotype) have reasonable local control after APBI, and guidelines have been published regarding which candidates are currently felt to be appropriate for consideration of APBI outside of a clinical trial.[@b50-ijwh-7-449] The optimal delivery technique, dose, and fractionation remain areas of investigation. While APBI has generally been associated with acceptable toxicity and excellent cosmesis,[@b51-ijwh-7-449] several investigators have reported increased toxicity and poor cosmesis relative to whole breast radiation, particularly when external beam techniques are employed.[@b52-ijwh-7-449],[@b53-ijwh-7-449] Long-term follow-up from randomized trials, such as the NSABP B39/RTOG 0413, will improve our understanding of the locoregional control and adverse effects associated with various delivery methods of APBI and will more clearly define optimal patient selection.

Toxicity associated with breast cancer RT
=========================================

Although adjuvant RT for breast cancer has been shown to improve locoregional control and OS, a portion of the breast cancer-specific mortality benefit seen with adjuvant RT for breast cancer is offset by radiation-associated morbidity and mortality.[@b54-ijwh-7-449] This toxicity is critical for oncologists to recognize, quantify, and reduce. Specific toxicities that will be addressed in this section are cardiac toxicity, secondary malignancy, radiation pneumonitis, and lymphedema.

Radiation toxicity: cardiac disease
-----------------------------------

Older data have shown dramatic increases in cardiac mortality following adjuvant RT for left-sided breast cancer. In the aforementioned 2005 meta-analysis from the Early Breast Cancer Trial Collaborative Group,[@b36-ijwh-7-449] the ratio of non-breast cancer deaths in irradiated versus unirradiated patients was 1.12. This excess mortality was multifactorial, but due in large part to an increased risk of death as a result of heart disease in irradiated patients, with a ratio of rates of 1.27 when compared to patients not undergoing RT.

In an effort to better define radiation-associated cardiac toxicity, Dr Sarah Darby and colleagues published a study in 2005 in which they compared cardiac mortality for women who received radiation for left- versus right-sided breast cancer, and found that radiation for left-sided breast cancer increased the risk of cardiac disease and subsequent death.[@b54-ijwh-7-449] In 2013, Darby et al published a case-controlled study analyzing the risk of major coronary events (myocardial infarction, coronary revascularization, or death from ischemic heart disease) and again found that women with left-sided breast cancer had more major coronary events than those treated for right-sided breast cancer.[@b55-ijwh-7-449] The absolute risk of future coronary events and death from cardiac disease was found to correlate with the mean radiation dose to the heart. Interestingly, contrary to the previously widely held belief that cardiac toxicity was a late radiation-associated toxicity, it was found that elevated cardiac risk was apparent within fewer than 5 years of receipt of left-sided RT. Absolute risk of cardiac disease and death was also found to depend heavily upon the presence of preexisting ischemic heart disease and cardiac risk factors, suggesting that minimization of cardiac radiation in patients with elevated cardiac risk at baseline is of greatest absolute benefit and underscoring the importance of cardiac disease risk factor reduction in patients receiving radiation. It is thought that cardiac toxicity associated with breast cancer RT is due, at least in part, to macrovascular damage, particularly to the left anterior descending (LAD) artery,[@b56-ijwh-7-449] which courses along the anterolateral heart border and is often within or near the RT tangential fields used to treat the breast or chest wall in patients with left-sided disease.

It is important to recognize the context of these findings and the vast differences between the RT delivered in past decades versus that delivered today. In the past, RT to the breast or chest wall was delivered with tangential fields designed on 2D films and based on bony anatomy, without the benefit of the cross-sectional imaging routinely used in modern treatment planning. To ensure adequate target coverage, tangents were often deep, traversing much of the anterolateral heart. Furthermore, when now-considered-antiquated treatment delivery methods such as Cobalt-60 were utilized, significant heterogeneity of dose occurred, introducing the possibility of portions of the heart and other normal tissues receiving far more than the prescription dose of radiation.[@b57-ijwh-7-449] With the advent of 3D (computed tomography-based) planning, knowledge of risk of cardiac toxicity and the resulting importance of cardiac sparing, and improved radiation dose distributions owing to adoption of linear accelerators in modern-day radiation oncology, the toxicities associated with treatment are expected to be far reduced with the present-day RT for breast cancer.

Recently, Henson et al quantified the long-term risk of breast cancer-related cardiac toxicity by treatment era.[@b58-ijwh-7-449] For women treated from 1973 to 1982, significantly increased cardiac mortality was seen for those treated for left- versus right-sided breast cancer. Increased risk of cardiac death was evident for women undergoing left-sided treatment in this era within 10 years, and continued to increase with time from RT. Importantly, a similar increase in radiation-related cardiac mortality was seen neither for women treated from 1983 to 1992 nor for those receiving radiation after 1992, suggesting that improvements in RT planning and delivery are translating into reductions in toxicity. Minimization of mean heart dose and dose to the LAD and other coronary arteries in or near the radiation field would be expected to result in further reduction of treatment-associated elevation of cardiac risk.

Radiation toxicity: radiation pneumonitis
-----------------------------------------

Radiation pneumonitis is an inflammatory reaction of lung tissue to radiation, with a spectrum of severity, ranging from asymptomatic pneumonitis incidentally noted on imaging to life-threatening pneumonitis manifest as cough, fever, shortness of breath, and pulmonary failure.[@b59-ijwh-7-449] Although most commonly observed following radiation for intrathoracic tumors, radiation pneumonitis can occur following breast cancer radiation, due to radiation exposure of lung underlying the chest wall, and is related to the amount of lung exposed to radiation and the mean dose to the lung.[@b60-ijwh-7-449] Unlike cardiovascular toxicity, radiation pneumonitis is a subacute manifestation of RT, typically occurring 6 weeks--6 months after radiation, thereby allowing quantification of risk with modern radiation planning and delivery techniques. In the MA.20 trial discussed earlier,[@b37-ijwh-7-449] 0.2% of patients randomized to whole breast RT experienced grade 2 pneumonitis (symptomatic, requiring medical intervention), while 1.3% of patients randomized to receive additional radiation to the regional lymph nodes experienced this complication. No patient experienced grade 3 or greater pneumonitis, meaning that they neither had life-threatening pneumonitis nor required oxygen. These numbers suggest that, with modern-day radiation planning and delivery, rates of pneumonitis are low even with comprehensive treatment of the regional lymph nodes, and, when pneumonitis does occur, it tends to be of minimal severity.

Radiation toxicity: lymphedema
------------------------------

Lymphedema of the arm and chest wall is another potential complication of treatment for breast cancer. Although not life-threatening, lymphedema is a potentially debilitating and often irreversible condition that can greatly impact patients' quality of life. A recent meta-analysis of breast cancer trials found that approximately 20% of women develop lymphedema following breast cancer treatment.[@b61-ijwh-7-449] Risk of lymphedema is most strongly correlated with extent of surgery, with the risk of lymphedema after axillary dissection approximately four times higher than the risk after sentinel lymph node biopsy. Obesity is also a risk factor for lymphedema development.[@b61-ijwh-7-449] It has long been thought that adjuvant RT in any form increased the risk of lymphedema; however, recent data have called this belief into question. There is now significant evidence that radiation to the breast alone does not result in increased lymphedema risk.[@b62-ijwh-7-449],[@b63-ijwh-7-449] Radiation to the regional lymph nodes has been shown to increase risk of lymphedema, compared with radiation to the breast or chest wall alone. A recent publication reported a 3% risk of lymphedema without radiation, 3.1% risk with radiation to the breast or chest wall only, and 21.9% risk with radiation to the supraclavicular nodal basin.[@b63-ijwh-7-449] On multivariate analysis, the addition of supraclavicular radiation significantly increased the lymphedema risk compared with breast/chest wall radiation alone, with an HR of 1.7 (*P*=0.025). In comparison, the HR for undergoing axillary lymph node dissection was 3.5 (*P*=0.0001). A recent report of an international trial evaluating axillary lymph node dissection versus axillary RT for women with positive sentinel lymph node biopsy reported reduced lymphedema for patients receiving axillary radiation versus axillary lymph node dissection (10% vs 21% at 5 years).[@b64-ijwh-7-449] Thus, while radiation to the regional lymph nodes increases risk of lymphedema, it appears to do so less than axillary lymph node dissection. With recent data demonstrating the efficacy of sentinel node biopsy alone, even in select node-positive patients, rates of lymphedema are expected to fall. Radiation to the breast or chest wall alone does not contribute to development of lymphedema; however, radiation to the regional nodes dose appear to increase the risk of this condition, and patient counseling and prevention strategies are paramount in women receiving RNI and in those undergoing axillary dissection.

Radiation toxicity: secondary malignancy
----------------------------------------

It is known that radiation can lead to development of secondary malignancies, and elevated risk of second cancers after radiation for breast cancer has been reported. Although absolute numbers of patients affected are small, increased rates of contralateral breast cancer, lung cancer, esophageal cancer, and soft tissue sarcoma have been documented after RT for breast cancer.[@b36-ijwh-7-449] The relative risk of developing a second solid malignancy in women treated with RT for breast cancer relative to women with breast cancer not treated with radiation is estimated to be 1.1.[@b65-ijwh-7-449] Secondary malignancy following radiation most commonly occurs in areas that directly received radiation, and thus, the best strategy for reduction of secondary malignancy risk is minimization of the integral dose of radiation delivered to tissues, that is, increasing con-formality of radiation so that target tissues are adequately treated and nearby normal tissues spared.

Toxicity reduction: improvements in RT planning and delivery
============================================================

The studies presented earlier in this review regarding cardiac toxicity associated with RT[@b54-ijwh-7-449],[@b57-ijwh-7-449] included data from patients treated as early as the 1950s. Since that time, incredible gains have been achieved in radiation planning and delivery that have improved the tolerability and toxicity of RT. For example, deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) is a recently developed strategy for further improving sparing of normal structures, specifically the heart and lung.[@b66-ijwh-7-449]--[@b68-ijwh-7-449] In conventional radiation planning and delivery, patients breathe freely during acquisition of the planning CT scan and treatment. When DIBH is employed, a planning CT scan is obtained with the patient holding her breath comfortably in deep inspiration. The planning CT is acquired, and the treatment is delivered in 20--30-second increments of breath holding, between which the patient is able to breathe freely and recover. This technique has two possible advantages. First, it expands the lung volume, so that a smaller relative amount of lung is exposed to radiation. Second, in some patients, it causes the heart to be displaced posteriorly, away from the chest wall, so that less heart and LAD coronary artery are in the path of the radiation beam.[@b66-ijwh-7-449] An example of the DIBH technique is provided in [Figure 1](#f1-ijwh-7-449){ref-type="fig"}.

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is a method of radiation delivery in which multiple beam angles are used and individually modulated to allow for highly conformal radiation delivery. IMRT allows shaping of the dose around critical structures, and is frequently employed in the treatment of cancers in certain sites, such as the head, neck, and pelvis. Use of IMRT for cardiac sparing in breast cancer has been reported.[@b69-ijwh-7-449],[@b70-ijwh-7-449] However, although highly conformal, the technique generally results in larger volumes of lung, heart, and contralateral breast receiving low and intermediate doses of radiation.[@b69-ijwh-7-449] Thus, its use in breast cancer has not been widely adopted.

Proton therapy is another potential strategy for dose optimization in the treatment of breast cancer currently under study.[@b70-ijwh-7-449],[@b71-ijwh-7-449] Unlike conventional photon radiation, in which the beam deposits dose along its entire track through the patient, proton radiation has a low entrance dose, deposits high amounts of energy at a specified location (in the target tissue), and has no exit dose beyond that point. This allows for excellent coverage of target tissues and sparing of normal structures. Dosimetric studies of breast cancer proton therapy appear very promising.[@b70-ijwh-7-449]

Lastly, APBI techniques, as previously discussed, result in a lesser volume of normal tissue exposed to radiation. This results in cardiac,[@b72-ijwh-7-449] pulmonary, and lymphatic sparing, and, by reducing the integral dose to tissues, theoretically reduces the risk of secondary malignancy.

Radiation therapy for breast cancer: summary
============================================

In summary, the role of RT in the treatment of breast cancer has evolved significantly over the past 50 years. Radiation is a critical component of multimodality treatment for many women, allowing many to conserve their breast without sacrifice in terms of survival, and improving locoregional control and survival likelihood for women with locally advanced disease who undergo mastectomy.

Although there is toxicity associated with radiation for breast cancer, advances in RT planning and delivery have led to reduction in the magnitude of treatment-related morbidity and mortality. Novel treatment strategies such as DIBH and proton therapy have potential to further reduce the risk of late toxicity, improving the therapeutic benefit of radiation for breast cancer.
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![Deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH).\
**Notes:** Representative axial computed tomography images of a patient undergoing treatment for left-sided breast cancer with (**A**) free breathing and (**B**) DIBH techniques. It is apparent that the lung volume has expanded and the heart has moved posteriorly, away from the chest wall.](ijwh-7-449Fig1){#f1-ijwh-7-449}
